Run – No. 2404
Grewsome’s Run
Well the self proclaimed run of the year lived up to the hares hopes. Certainly the free beer
and pizzas will give it bonus points with the judges but didn’t save Grewsome from the wrath
of the Monk. He was put on the ice for using a bike to set the walkers trail (who’d have thunk
it – a hare with time management skills)
Set in an ideal location with plenty of parking, good terrain and well-marked trails for both
walkers and runners. Both Groups finished at the same time with Shit Bags saying he could
hear Tink calling On On as he crossed the finish line. The runners were excited about finding
Desperate’s house and singing some loud Hash ditties to entertain his deaf neighbours. With
a good variety of bush, street and park terrain the hares successfully marked trails on all
terrains. Moo(hamood) of course forgot his torch and face planted on a flat path. In his
defence it did have a crack protruding a whopping centimetre into the air for him to trip over.
Self also heard Puff thought he should complete a face plant on the walker trial too. Bugs
pulled a hamstring and brought home the rear of the Hash-a-letes (but a good 15 minutes
before Multi and LA stumbled in half way through the circle).
Icings involved a couple of proxies for Catgut who fused some joints to beat Genitals at the
Mooloolaba Tri. Snappy Tom – for being too Slappy. Royal Screw who bagged Shit-of-theWeek for being an elitist Lexus driving prig. But the All-Star performance was from Cream
Puff who sang his trade mark Wank song with a braced arm (presenting its own challenges)
– a treat for young Hashers to see the original. JC was also most offended by a surprise
celebrity John who resurfaces after an infamous radio interview.
The only interesting hash events left to note was the revival of the roll call by the very
blinged Hash Cash Scruffy who was rewarded for his Fee Collection efforts with a paper bag
of change from Twin Tubs who had worked tirelessly selling himself on the street in Fortitude
Valley – What a Hash Battler!!
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